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                                            PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED USING ONLY MATERIALS FROM SUSTAINABLE 
FORESTS AND OTHER WELL MANAGED SOURCES OF WOOD FIBER.

ALL OF OUR SUPPLIERS ARE THOROUGHLY CHECKED TO ENSURE THEY TOO ARE PRODUCING IN A 
RESPONSIBLE MANNER.

WHITE CHOCOLATE DUNE HARD ROCK MAPLE NATURAL MAPLE LAURENTIAN

GRIGIO

NUTMEG

CANDLELIGHT CAPPUCCINO CHERRY SUMMEFLAME DARK RUM BRUNITO CHERRY

WILD PEAR WILD CHERRY SHIRAZ CHERRY MAHOGANY IMPRESSION CHOCOLATE PEAR HOT FUDGE

TUXEDO GRAPHITE LATITUDE GREY LIKATREE SOUTHWEST STAINLESS

BEIGE LIGHT GREY ASH CHARCOAL BLACK WHITE



DESKING
PEBLO CUSTOM desking is a comprehensive 
modular system which combines simple clean 

construction.

With ample work surfaces and several support 
options, PEBLO CUSTOM desking can create a 
single desk, a cluster, or a run of workstations.

can be done quickly and easily - Perfect for today’s 

The PEBLO CUSTOM  Desking line creates 
customizable solutions to suit your needs today 
and carry you in to the future.

Adding accessories along with power and wire 
management options are a few ways in which 
PEBLO CUSTOM  Desking allows you to personalize 
your workspace. Our extensive selection of handles, 

fresh looks that are built to last. 



PRIVATE OFFICE
Natural Maple / Black Rail Pulls

supported by our contemporary H Leg. While the image on the right uses the same foot print as the 
left, we designed the workstation using sleek hutch supported O-Legs and modern square post legs.

Natural Maple / Black Rail PullChocolate Pear / Nickel Bar Pulls
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SHARED SPACE
Promote easy communication and the sharing of ideas 
with freestanding surfaces. This open design has a small 
footprint  yet is spacious enough for your personal 
belongings and office essentials.

Available components nclude power and data modules, 

mutiple height modesty panels. Shown below are 3 post leg H  Leg

O Leg

Square Leg

Tuxedo / Black Rail Pulls



EXCHANGE IDEAS

Copa Cabana / Silver Straight Pulls

Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight Pulls



PRIVATE SPACE
Candlelight / Silver Straight Pulls

Candlelight / Silver Straight Pulls

Graphite Wood / Nickel Bar Pulls

Shiraz Cherry & White / Silver Straight Pulls Chocolate Pear / Silver Straight
 
Pulls

Charcoal /
 
Black Rail Pulls



FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

White & Shiraz Cherry / Silver Straight Pulls

Individually tailor your teams workspace and provide customized solutions to suit your organizations needs.  
Easily reconfigure components to meet an expanding workforce.   



Chocolate Pear / Nickel Bar Pulls

ADD PRIVACY
Adding a vertical panel to worksurface allows for 
semi-private space in an open concept setting.



 

Graphite
 
Wood

 
/
 
Nickel

 
Rail Pulls

TEAMWORK
Shiraz Cherry / Nickel Bar Pulls

Graphite Wood / Nickel Rail Pulls



HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
 

Tuxedo & White Maple & White

FLIP TOP

Ergonomic experts everywhere 
agree the option of a sit-stand 
can make individuals more 
productive and e t over 
long periods. Giving your sta  
the tools they need to be 
successful includes providing a 
comfortable and creative  work 
environment. 

When space is at a premium, 
transform a non-traditional 
work area using a flip top 
table. Roll these in to create 
collaborative and instructional 
work environmental then 
easily fold and tuck them 
away.



LOCKER/STORAGE AREA
 The need for secure, personal, short or long-term storage is evolving. 

Schools, gyms and organizations of all size can utilize our tailored lockers 
for personal belongings, or as an extra amenity for those without their 
own desks. With PEBLO’s custom capabilities you don't need to decide 
between function, value, design or lead time. 

Our manufacturing process allows us to parabolically modify any size, 
shape or design while still producing a high quality product quickly.



EDUCATIONAL
 From the reception area to interactive learning stations 

and computer labs, PEBLO o�ers a complete range of products 
covering the full needs of teaching establishments. 

All components are designed to meet today's requirements 
in terms of ergonomics, �exibility and the integration of new 
technologies.



CAFÉ BREAKROOM AREA
 value for organizations. A lunchroom is a place for students or 

employees to recharge, collaborate and team build. 

Stepping away from their desks or classrooms can inspire ideas 
and promote creativity and camaraderie in a casual setting.



PEBLO HEALTHCARE
We specialize in an extensive scale in design – constructing  customizable 
furniture for the Assistant Living, Acute Care Facilities and Medical Industry. 

Warranty. 

Tops, Impact Resistant Edging and is Environmental Friendly to include 

 
 USGBC Leed Credits
 Green Guide to Healthcare
 Green Building Assement Protocol
 Standard for the Design of High Performance Green Buildings
 CARB Phase 2
 HBN Pharos Project


